Abstract-The method of one sociolinguistic paremiological experiment used in this research opens new innovative ways to determine a proverbial invariant in a reflection of Russian paremiological minimum in Slavic languages. In order to solve the problem of the invariant identification, the authors applied 2 criteria: the maximum number of respondents, who used this variant, and the confirmation of its usage with a context from the Internet sources.
In our earlier research in 2004 on the basis of 100 questionnaires for each language from the six mentioned above (600 questionnaires in total), which were filled by 100 Byelorussian, 100 Bulgarian, 100 Czech, 100 Polish, 100 Serbian and 100 Slovak respondents (mainly students, nativespeakers) we prepared the six summary lists of proverbs with all the variants, written by our respondents. Ten years later, in 2011-2017, we filtered these summary lists through Internet search and found out some current contexts as actualization of the proverbs from our general lists. Three handbooks with the results of this Internet survey -Bulgarian, Czech and Slovakhave been published for our University students' seminar of Slavonic Paremiology for MA in Slavistics as supplements to our earlier multilingual dictionary of Slavic proverbs with English parallels [1] . The Czech handbook received a positive review in one of the leading Czech philological journals [2] . Next handbook -Byelorussian -is on its way to be prepared for release.
Thus, only 'alive' Slavic proverbs have been chosen for analysis here in full accordance with our earlier works and dissertation theses [3] . Our sociolinguistic paremiological experiment from the year 2003-2004 was based on the theory of G.L. Permiakov's paremiological minimum [4] , also supported by European scholars [5] .
Let us see in detail and attempt to analyze this process and paremiographic significance of our paremiological sociolinguistic experiment in Czechia, Poland and Slovakia from the point of view of identification of proverbial invariant in our Czech, Polish and Slovak material.
II. CZECH PROVERBS
G.L. Permiakov's theory of paremiological minimum has generated some very interesting research in paremiology and paremiography in Czech Republic (works by F. Cermak, E. Mrhacova, F Schindler and others) [6] . F. Cermak in his research of the Czech paremiological minimum on the basis of the Czech National Corpus (CNC) from 2003 mentions that the very existence of proverb variants is supported and enabled by absence of any codification or artificial petrification of proverbs, which seem to live a life of their own [7] . G.L. Permiakov called an 'invariant' the very situation that was determined by a proverb, i.e. it's meaning, the constant and stable essence that belongs to all the proverbs with the same meaning -those G.L. Permiakov called 'variants' [8] . In our research we shall consider as an 'invariant' the form of the proverb with the highest frequency of usage among our respondents, regardless of whether it coincides with the traditional dictionary form or not. For our research it is significant that the proverbs were given in the questionnaires without any contexts, so that the respondents could complete them in the form that they remembered. It allowed us to distinguish only 'alive' Czech proverbs for the future Multilingual dictionary of proverbs.
The analysis of the 100 Czech questionnaires showed that only 15 proverbs were completed by all Czech respondents in one and the only variant/form, e.g., Co na srdci, to na jazyku (96 resp.); Kdo pozdě chodí, sám sobě škodí (96 resp.); Tichá voda břehy mele (99 resp.); Zdání klame (88 resp.) and others. In all of the above cases the form used by all the respondents matched completely with the form in which a proverb was originally derived from a paremilogical dictionary. However out of the total number of analyzed proverbs these invariable cases constitute only around 3%.
The rest of the proverbs were continued by our respondents in more than one variant. As mentioned earlier, our goal was to determine the invariant, and it was an easy task when one variant in the respondents' answers absolutely prevailed over the others, e.g., Zeď hlavou neprorazíš (82 resp.) / Zeď hlavou nerozbiješ (4 resp.) / Zeď hlavou neproboříž (2 resp.) / Zeď hlavou nerozboříš (2 resp.) / Zeď hlavou neprozradíš (1 resp.). It is obvious that the longer the proverb is the more variants it has. R. Blatna points out that perhaps in the first place language speakers remember the main semantic structure of a proverb, not certain lexical components. This is how the synonymic rows appear [9] . But the core, the basis of the proverb and its meaning in most cases remains unvaried.
In all the examples given above we can talk about 'usual' variability which is an integral part of the national paremiological corpus and just slightly deviates from the norm (i.e. invariant) in its lexical or grammatical form.
Other examples represent individual occasional variants used by respondents in two cases -either they didn't know the proverb and just made it up, or it was an intended distortion of a proverb. Such occasional variability and creative approach were very typical for this paremiological experiment, e.g., Bez práce nejsou koláče (99 resp.) / Bez práce nejsou holíče (1 resp.).
We have analyzed some of the cases when a proverb invariant was quite definite due to respondents' unanimity. However, an invariant is not so obvious when the respondents point out two endings with similar frequency: Darované mu koni na zuby nehleď (48 resp.) / Darované mu koni na zuby nekoukej (49 resp.).
Most interesting is that in the dictionary "Ceska prislovi" this proverb is given in the same form as it was recorded by F.L. Celakovsky -Darované mu koni na zuby se nedí vej. But the paremiological experiment proved that this form is currently familiar to just 3% of respondents while most language speakers today prefer more colloquial variants -na zuby nehleď and na zuby nekoukej. This has also been proved by numerous Internet contexts. It is obvious that both variants must be reflected in the modern paremiological dictionaries, as we find in F. Cermak's latest edition [10] .
A popular tendency in modern Czech language is the high frequency of proverbs' reduced variants which often become invariants, e.g., Lež má krátké nohy (95 resp.) / Lež má krátké nohy, daleko neujde (2 resp.).
III. POLISH PROVERBS
The tradition of proverbial dictionaries on Polish material was started many centuries ago by the dictionary of G. Knapski [11] . In the XX-XXI centuries it was continued in Poland on the wave of the paremiographic rise by the dictionaries of D. and A. Świerczyńscy [12] .
Bilingual proverbial dictionaries with Russian, Polish and German material are represented by the Russian-Polish and Polish-Russian dictionaries of R. Stypuła [13] , German-Polish and Polish-German dictionary of A. Wójcik and H. Ziebart [14] .
In 2014 the multilingual dictionary of H. Walter, V. Mokienko, E. Komorowska, K. Kusal was published in which Russian proverbs are presented simultaneously with their German and Polish proverbial parallels [15] . The main criterion for the selection of the material was the use of units in the works of Russian writers of the XIX-XXI centuries, as well as the regularity of their appearances in fiction and journalism. The frequency of the use of proverbs was experimentally adjusted by the results of the questionnaire survey of students. 630 Russian, 1825 German and 1990 Polish proverbs were included in the dictionary. The authors of the dictionary gave the definition of proverbs, classified them according to the frequency of usage in all three languages, showed the variability in use, gave a historical and cultural commentary, and pointed out the German and Polish proverbial parallels to each proverb. The subjective-author's method was used in order to find out active proverbs.
For our research Polish proverbs were identified through computer processing of the questionnaires of Polish respondents of the sociolinguistic paremiological experiment, which was held in 2003 at the universities of Poland. 34 proverbs were completed by the only one variant, e.g., Głodnemu chleb na myśli (93 resp.), Jakie pytanie, taka odpowiedź (98 resp.), Kto się czubi, ten się lubi (98 resp.), Lepiej późno, niż wcale (98 resp.), Nie ma dymu bez ognia (89 resp.), Niedaleko pada jabłko od jabłoni (95 resp.), Pieniądze szczęścia nie dają (96 resp.), Pierwsze koty za płoty (97 resp.), Pożyjemy -zobaczymy (95 resp.), Prawda w oczy kole (93 resp.), Prawdziwych przyjaciół poznajemy w biedzie (96 resp.), Raz kozie śmierć (90 resp.), Słuchaj uchem, a nie brzuchem (90 resp.), Ściany mają uszy (95 resp.), Wiele hałasu o nic (89 resp.), Wszyscy za jednego, jeden za wszystkich (83 resp.), Złość piękności szkodzi (94 resp.).
A lot of proverbs have several variants with different lexical components, e.g., Co ma być, będzie (1 resp.) / Co ma być, nie ucieknie (1 resp.) / Co ma być, to będzie (92 resp.) / Co ma być, to i będzie (1 resp.); Gdzie kucharek sześć, nie ma co jeść (1 resp.) / Gdzie kucharek sześć, tam cycków dwanaście (1
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resp.) / Gdzie kucharek sześć, tam nie ma co jeść (95 resp.) / Gdzie kucharek sześć, tam nie ma gdzie jeść (1 resp.); W zdrowym ciele młody duch (3 resp.) / W zdrowym ciele zdrowy duch (89 resp.), so we determined the invariant due to the number of respondents that continued the proverb. There were also a lot of grammatical variants of proverbs, e.g., Szewc bez butów chodzi (82 resp.) / Szewc bez butów chodził (1 resp.); Syty głodnego nie rozumie (10 resp.) / Syty głodnego nie zrozumie (83 resp.). The variant with more frequency was recognized as invariant.
We identify the variant of the proverb that has Internet illustrations as invariant, even if it was pointed out by fewer respondents, e.g., The studies of the reflection of the Russian paremiological minimum in the Polish language are of great interest. All the results of our paremiological sociolinguistic experiment in Poland will be reflected in the upcoming in SPbSU Polish "Tetradi paremiographa. Vypusk 5" (Handbooks of a paremiographer. Issue 5).
IV. SLOVAK PROVERBS
At the beginning of our century a Slovak scholar Peter Ďurčo supported the theory of paremiological minimum of G.L. Permiakov with his own paremiological sociolinguistic experiment held by technical means of the Internet. The results of the 12 questionnaires filled by 12 Slovak respondents were then published in Slovakia in 2002 [16] .
The principles of the sociolinguistic paremiological experiment are also widely used in the scientific research of Slovak paremiologist Dana Balakova [17] .
The G.L. Permiakov's idea of paremiological minimum inspired the authors of the new version of fundamental Zaturecky's Slovak proverbs' dictionary (1897) prepared by Zuzana Profantova and Jozef Mlacek (1996) [18] . The coauthors of this dictionary were its only respondents, and according to their own paremiological background they have selected the Slovak proverbs from Zaturecky's dictionary for a new edition. J. Mlacek evaluated in details the outstanding role of A.P. Zaturecky in the development of Slovak paremiography in his studies published in 1997 and 2013 [19] .
Our first Slovak paremiological questionnaires were filled with the Slovak respondents in Slovakia by our student and assistant Olga Petrova [20] . The 100 Slovak native-speakers participated in our sociolinguistic paremiological experiment in Bratislava and other Slovak areas in 2003-2004 (sic 60 % female, 40% male, from 17 up to 76 years old, about 60 % of them were students). The paremiological questionnaire consisted of 568 Slovak proverbs (of their beginnings). At the end of the experiment we had to collaborate with a great number of variants of the final part of each proverb, pointed out by our respondents. This tremendous work was held by the authors of this article and our doctoral student Olga Tararaeva in her MA thesis [21] .
One of the aims of this experiment was to determine the 'alive' invariant of each proverb. We conducted then the next experiment by Internet search of the variants and made up our mind about the invariant only if found out the confirmation of existence of the variants in the contexts of Internet discourse.
Let us see a few typical situations (or problems) that we have faced during this process of identification of Slovak proverbial invariants: 3) An invariant between grammatical variants is recognized also according to the top frequency, e.g.,
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Opakovanie je matka múdrosti (66 resp.) - 4) If there are no Internet illustrations for all the variants of the proverb on our list, we do not consider it as a potential paremiological unit of our future dictionary of current proverbs.
V. CONCLUSION
The sociolinguistic paremiological experiment conducted for several Slavic languages in 2003-2004 continues to be relevant and still provides a lot of opportunities for scientific research. Supported by the results of a large-scale Internet search that proved the high frequency of all the identified invariants, it is now ready to contribute to a new edition of multilingual Russian-Slavic dictionary of proverbs (with English parallels) which the authors of this article hope to accomplish in the near future.
